REMOVING - REFITTING : CENTRAL CONSOLE (/) (FRONT STRUCTURE (/) - REAR STRUCTURE (/))

1 – Tooling:
- [1] Spatula 1350
- [2] Inserting Pins 9021-T
2 – Removing:
 Figure: C5FK13ZD - (1) Central console (/) (Rear structure (/)).
 Figure: C5FK140D3 - Unclip the cover (/) ( fixing screws (2)).
Remove: The securing bolt (2).
Apply the handbrake ( maximum).
Unclip and remove: The bezel (3) (Using tool [1]).
Bring the front seats as far as possible forwards .
Raise the console from the rear.
Unclip the console at the fixing points (4) (Using tool [1]).
Detach and remove: The center console (/) (Rear structure (/)).
 Figure: D5AG03ZD - Remove: Radio RD (Using tool [2])
Insert the pins [9021-T] into the openings until they clip in (as “a”)
Extract the radio (1) with the aid of the pins [9021-T]
 Figure: D5AG03LD
Disconnect the connectors (at “b”)
Remove the radio
Remove the inserting pins.
 Figure: D5AG040D – Remove Radio RT
Extract the radio with the help of the pins (at “c”)
 Figure: D5AG03SD
Disconnect the connectors (at “d”) according to equipment.
Remove the radio
Remove the car radio U-shaped clips [9021-T]
Figure: C5HKFEHD – Removing air-conditioning control panel (1)
 Figure: C5HKFFSD
Remove the central panel (3) fixing screws (2)
 Figure: C5HKFEKD
Unclip the air-conditioning control panel at the fixing points (4)
 Figure: C5HKFELD
Unclip the central panel using tool [1] at the fixing points (5)
Detach the central panel
Unclip and disconnect the connectors (6)
Remove the panel
 figure C5HKFEMD - Automatic air-conditioning
Move the air conditioning control pad (1) slightly towards the inside
Place the air conditioning control pad (1) crosswise
Detach the control plate (1)

 Figure: C5HKFEND
Disconnect the connectors (7)
Remove the control plate.
 Figure C5HKFEPD - Single air-conditioning
Air-conditioning control panel (1)
 Figure: C5HKFEQD
Unclip the cables (8) from the cable stops (9)
Uncouple the end pieces of the cables (8) from the flap controls (10)
Disconnect the connector (11)
Remove the control plate
 Figure: C5FK141D - Remove soundproofing
Unclip the soundproofing (5) at the fixing points (6)
Unclip clip (7)
Detach and remove the soundproofing
Remove:
- The securing bolts (8) (Lower)
- The securing bolts (9) (Upper)
Unclip the fastenings (10)
Detach and remove the flanges (11)
 Figure: C5FK142D
Unclip and remove:
- The cover (12) (Using tool [1])
- The cup holder (13) (Using tool [1])
Remove the gear knob (14) (as “A”)
Unclip and remove the bezel (15) (Using tool [1])
Remove the fixing screws (16)
Unclip the gaiter from the central console
Put the gearbox lever sideways (to remove the central console – front structure)
 Figure: C5FK143D
Unclip:
- The lower fixing points (17) (before)
- The upper fixing points (18) (using tool [1])
Disconnect the connector (19)
Detach and remove the center console (20) (front structure)
Refitting
Proceed in the reverse order to removal.

